
Nice Going 

by W l a d  y s law P l e s  z c z  y ns ki 

T GETS so HOT AND DRY IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA in 
August that even the morning fog hovers along the coast I like ugly brownish smoke. On top of that, it gets sickly 

sticky, especially in the desert swamp known as San Diego. 
Republican convention crasher George Stephanopoulos 
called it the most beautiful city in the world, proving once 
again that beauty is in the eye of the beholder-assuming he 
could see through the glare that left me looking for another 
pair of sunglasses to put over the ones I was wearing. For all 
the humidity, this year the GOP might as well have met in 
Washington, where shady green predominates and after- 
noons are drenched by life-renewing storms. Besides, in 
Washington you wouldn’t have run into so many Washing- 
ton types congregating in the lobby of a single hotel. 

MY FIRST THIRTY SECONDS INSIDE THE MARRIO7T convention 
central’s ground floor I saw, in not so rough order, a frantic- 
looking David Gergen, and loud-talking Nina Totenberg, Glo- 
ria Borger, and Ken Bode, minor players all but very big in their 
own minds. The trauma was eased when I came across Bob 
Tyrrell and half the crew of the Daily Standard. Back in the 
lobby after lunch the first face I saw was David Gergen’s, look- 
ing even more frantic than two hours before. A beaming Tony 
Blankley strolled out of a shoppe. I peeked into a spacious bar, 
which was eerily empty, which could only mean Christopher 
Hitchens hadn’t yet arrived. I spotted a well-known journalist 
who used to make fun of colleagues engaged in cell-phone 
journalism talking on one himself. He left his number. This 
being Tuesday, the main complaint was that there was nothing 
to write about-other than the Marriott lobby. 

LUCKILY, THE CONVENTION FLOOR WASN’T IN the Marriott. 
Plenty of stories there: a few thousand delegates sitting quiet- 
ly, politely, taking in the various early speeches, chatting in 
small groups, or milling about their favorite pols for photo, 
handshake, or small-talk ops. While reporters near the 
entrance flocked around Christian Coalition boychik Ralph 
Reed, a more endearing sight deeper in were the enthusiastic 
crowds surrounding the perfectly handsome George W. Bush, 
governor of Texas and a charmer who puts his father to 
shame, posing for photograph after photograph with young 
women bearing single yellow roses. (Brother Jeb, by contrast, 
stood practically ignored among the Florida delegates, a cruel 
reminder that winning is everything.) It would require a Ben 
Stein to describe how nice everyone was, including the put- 
upon Buchanan delegates. Even John McLaughlin turned 

venerable, posing in the aisle with young and old alike. The 
only discord I came across was between two cameramen jock- 
eying for a better shot of Jack Kemp. “Be nice,” a delegate qui- 
etly told them. And naturally they obeyed. 

You HAVE TO BE NICE TO WOW AN EVENT like this to come off. 
The press squawked about orchestration- but it was brilliantly 
organized, involving a huge cast of volunteers, ushers, pass 
inspectors, youth corps leaders, and other players freely com- 
mitted and cooperating (and making their “Dole-Kemp” 
cheers sound like “Go Kemp”). I had joked that I was going to 
San Diego to listen to Susan Molinari, but she was a doll, 
inserting e&a adjectives, prepositions, and interjections into 
her prepared text to reflect her natural warmth. (Now if only we 
could have been reminded that her famous baby is partly 
owned by its father-Rep. Bill Paxon, a major factor in whether 
the House will remain GOP or not. Fathers, needless to say, 
were everywhere, feeding babies and pushing strollers through- 
out the convention center.) At times the niceness went beyond 
the call of duty. Around seven the aisles near the podium were 
crowded with television heavies, about to go live. I came across 
Peter Jennings, dressed in a pricey dark suit. He just stood 
there, mike in hand, the bald spot on the back of his head cov- 
ered, staring at his cameraman-and not a soul was heckling 
him. Aside from the instant response team at the Media 
Research Center, no one had heard him earlier that evening 
call Mrs. Paxon “a single, white professional woman” who is 
“going to look out of place in some respects at this convention.” 

THE CROWNING INSULT WAS THE MAJOR media’s treatment of 
J.C. Watts’s stunning prime-time peformance-an unexpected 
and thus genuine moment that will become the stuff of legend, 
even if it has to be passed along by word of mouth. The Big 
Three didn’t show it; the major papers didn’t report it. (Only 
the Kemploving AI Hunt would later praise it.) The next day’s 
Los Angeles Times did, however, feature an oped by a Donna 
Mungen lamenting that “far too many Republican ideas, 
appointees and aims threaten the basic survival.instincts of 
African Americans.” Would it have been genocidal to cite 
Watts’s definition of character -“simply doing what’s right 
when nobody is watching”? Of course, media character is a 
whole different matter. San Diego revealed it in kneejerk hos- 
tility to all things conservative and Republican. It’s a problem 
we all can live with, so long as Main Street doesn’t run through 
the Marriott lobby. Still, wouldn’t it be grand to watch a D e m s  
cratic convention covered by Republican journalists? M 
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Quality Television Does Exist 

The Editors Canada and the United States share not only a 
continent, but pressing ideas and  problems. 
The Editors is a news show for both countries, 
addressing issues of mutual interest. 

Media Watch who is the best judge of what is news? 
If the media is monitoring us, who is 
monitoring the media? Examining the top 
stories, veteran reporters and editors tackle 
these questions every week. 

Panelists include: 
Peter Brimelow David Halton Pierre Salinger 

Iona Campangolo Chris topher Hit c hens Hugh Segal 
Linda Chavez Herb Klein Chuck Stone 

Paul Duke Flora Lewis Andrew Sullivan 
Diane Francis Robert MacNeil R. Emmett Tyrrell 
Reuven Frank Mordecai Richler Pamela Wallin 

I Produced by World Affairs Television 
Watch The Editors on: WNYE Brooklyn, WETA Washington D.C., WCVE Richmond, WTVS Detroit, WLRN Miami, WCFE 

Plattsburgh, WNED Buffalo, KSPS Spokane, WNPE Watertown, KCTS Seattle, KCSM San Mateo, WCEU Daytona Beach, Vermont 
ETV, WGBU Bowling Green, and Media Watch on KMTP San Francisco, WNVC Falls Church, WLRN Miami, WYIN Merrillville, 

KPTS Witchita. KBTC Tacoma,WCFE Plattsburgh, KCSM San Mateo,WNYE Brooklyn & WNED Buffalo. 
For more information call World Affairs at 1-800-667-2209. 
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SOME SEE SENIOR CITIZENS. WE SEE A BOOM IN CONDO CONSTRUCTION, 
NEW BUSINESS START-UPS AND INCREASED DEMAND FOR THE WEATHER CHANNEL. 

The demographics in many parts of the world are 
changing rapidly. And along with those changes come un- 
expected risks and opportunities for all kinds of industries. 

Fortunately, AIG is a business partner with expertise 
in managing total marketplace risk. 

We specialize in designing the kinds of custom cover- 
ages that corporations must have to cope successfully with 
emerging conditions. Whether your  company is actively 
meeting the demands of aging baby boomers or is a business 

likely to be affected by shifts in population, AIG has the 
insurance and financial services you’ll need. Services like 
contractors’ liability insurance, asset management and even 
satellite interruption coverage. 

And we’ve got the top financial ratings to back us up. 
So when you‘re ready to deal with change, we’ll 
be willing and able. ml 
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